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Summary

This website is dedicated to an informed discussion about the appropriate role of civil society in the institutions of international governance. It is not meant to be a forum itself. Rather, its aim is to link existing forums and resources that are scattered over the World Wide Web and to monitor current discussions. This website is part of an academic project but it is not exclusively devoted to academic reflection. Our aim is to address a wider audience and to collect voices from many different sources. We therefore link to international organizations, civil society networks and discussion groups.

All the web resources included so far are searchable through our constantly growing database. This database is the specific feature of the website. It is searchable by organization type and by policy field. In addition, the website features a download area from which users can obtain texts on civil society participation produced by our team at the University of Bremen and other NEWGOV members.

The URL is: [http://www.civilsociety.uni-bremen.de](http://www.civilsociety.uni-bremen.de)
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